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WELCOME
In true American style, we ventured west this summer on our latest exploration of color. 

The journey had us following in the footsteps of all sorts of California dreamers—artists,  

architects, actors and surfers—unable to resist the ever-changing landscapes, architecture 

and cultures we uncovered. From 50s diners on the edge of the desert to quaint cottages 

hidden in coastal neighborhoods, we found inspiration in the lifestyles and designs people 

have created and the surrounding scenery. 

On our trip we were captivated by the nuances that make up the personality of a place. Our 

goal was to capture the essence of each location and translate it into beautifully curated  

design palettes with distinctive colors, materials and textures. With over 130 years of  

innovative and colorful design in our histories, we at Kohler and Benjamin Moore make it easy 

for you to bring meaningful design to your home. So the living spaces you share with family 

and friends truly speak to you. 

We invite you to discover color in a new way. You’re encouraged to venture on your own or 

find comfort in the expertly curated palettes. Turn the page and start dreaming in color. 

KOHLER.com/Ideas | benjaminmoore.com 



Architecture should speak of its time and place, 
  but yearn for timelessness. 

~Frank Gehry
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Don’t be afraid to use color on the  

ceiling to top off your look. Here we used 

Benjamin Moore
®
 Seahorse 2028-70  in 

Aura
®
 Bath & Spa paint.

DESIGNTIP

NATUR AL 
STATE
A calming reprieve from daily life, this seaside 

home captures the soothing and tranquil feeling of 

watching the ocean tides turn.

Don’t be afraid to use color on the  

ceiling to top off your look. Here we used 

Benjamin Moore
®
 Seahorse 2028-70  in 

Aura
®
 Bath & Spa paint.



FAUCETS  |  01 ARTIFACTS™ SINGLE-HANDLE BATHROOM SINK FAUCET IN OIL-RUBBED BRONZE K-72762-9M-2BZ  |  02 ARTIFACTS 

DECK-MOUNT BATH FAUCET WITH ARC SPOUT AND SWING LEVER HANDLES IN OIL-RUBBED BRONZE K-72778-2BZ/K-T98071-9M-2BZ 

|  03 ARTIFACTS TOILET TISSUE CARRIAGE IN OIL-RUBBED BRONZE K-72576-2BZ  |  04 ARTIFACTS TOWEL RING IN OIL-RUBBED  

BRONZE K-72571-2BZ  |  FIXTURES  |  05 CERAMIC/IMPRESSIONS™ OVAL VANITY-TOP SINK IN SANDBAR IMPRESSIONS K-2796-1-G85  | 

06 MARABOU™ 30" VANITY IN TERRY WALNUT AND RECTANGLE PULLS IN BLACK K-99553-1WE/K-99867-HF3  |  07 VERDERA™  

MEDICINE CABINET AND MARABOU SURROUND IN TERRY WALNUT K-99007-NA/K-99663-24-1WE  |  08 VINTAGE® FREESTANDING  

BATH AND CERAMIC BASE IN SANDBAR K-700-G9/K-709-G9  |  09 SAN SOUCI™ COMFORT HEIGHT® ONE-PIECE TOUCHLESS TOILET IN  

SANDBAR K-4000-G9  |  BENJAMIN MOORE® PAINT  |  10 WALL COLOR: GUILFORD GREEN HC-116 PRODUCT/SHEEN: AURA® BATH  

& SPA, MATTE  |  11 CEILING COLOR: SEAHORSE 2028-70 PRODUCT/SHEEN: AURA® BATH & SPA, MATTE
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t’s here along the famous Route 1 that we explored the calming coastal range 

and discovered more than just picturesque beaches and majestic bluffs. We were 

swept up by the deeply relaxed vibe and a yearning to be outdoors breathing 

in the sea air. It’s a place where life slows down just enough. And you appreciate 

the nature surrounding you. That’s what we aimed to capture in the Natural State  

palette. A place to rest your mind and body with calming colors and natural  

elements that bring you back to your walk on the beach or your hike in the mountains.

T H E R E ’ S  N O T H I N G  Q U I T E  L I K E  WA T C H I N G  A 
S P L A S H  O F  S A L T  WA T E R  G R E E T  A  S T E E P  B L U F F  

W I T H  E A C H  L A P P I N G  WAV E  O F  T H E  O C E A N . 

0401 03
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by choosing earthy neutrals 

for walls and fixtures, natural 

materials like warm woods or 

stone, and a mix of faucet finishes. 

Decorate with artifacts from 

your travels, simple soft-toned 

accessories, fresh picks from 

your garden or artisanal finds 

to further the relaxed attitude of 

your home. See recipe card for 

product details.

BRING THIS LOOK HOME
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T he second floor of this coastal home is the  
setting for a cozy but spacious master bathroom, the  
ideal retreat after a long hike in the woods. Sandbar- 
colored fixtures are used throughout the home, 

creating a fluid style from room to room. The paint creates 
a visual shift between the first and second floors while still 
embracing the earthy undertones of the palette. A two-toned 
paint treatment, wide-planked wood floors and pitched  
ceilings evoke the casual comfort of a seaside cottage.  

1. OIL-RUBBED BRONZE FINISH STANDS OUT AGAINST LIGHTER 

HUES.   These unique combinations of handles and spouts 
from the Artifacts™ faucet and accessory collection feature 
intricate curves and detailed swing lever handles on the 
sink and bath faucets. 

2. MATCHING MARABOU™ TAILORED VANITIES NEATLY CONCEAL 

TOILETRIES .   The finish coordinates with the natural tone 
of the floor. With space for baskets and towels below, each 
vanity features interior shelving and integrated electrical 
outlets to keep your products ready for use. Any additional 
items can be stored in theVerdera™ medicine cabinets.

3. BENJAMIN MOORE® SEAHORSE 2028-70 COVERS THE CEILING 

WHILE BENJAMIN MOORE GUILFORD GREEN HC-116 IN A MATTE 

FINISH BRINGS A SOFTNESS TO THE ROOM.  Together, the two 
tones give the room its cozy appeal and highlight the shape 
of the room’s dormers.

4. VINTAGE® FREESTANDING BATH EMBRACES THE OPENNESS 

OF THE ROOM.  With a bath in such close proximity to the 
wall, paints and stains need to stand up against splashes and  
potential mildew. Walls painted with the luxury matte  
finish of Aura® Bath & Spa paint repel moisture, making 
them ideal for this kind of environment. 

5. ALONG WITH BENJAMIN MOORE GUILFORD GREEN HC-116, 

THE ROOM IS GROUNDED BY SANDBAR-COLORED FIXTURES.  

The San Souci™ Comfort Height® touchless toilet, the  
bath and the vanities’ integrated tops and bowls blend 
seamlessl y into the overall relaxed atmosphere. The  
coordinated fixtures feature uncomplicated lines and  
are complemented by craftsman-inspired faucetry. 

BLEND STYLES. Even modern fixtures can live in 
a traditionally designed space.
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VISIT BENJAMINMOORE.COM/STORE TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU.

Formula to Lasting Style

N
OT ALL PAINT FORMULAS ARE ALIKE.  

Benjamin Moore,   an industry leader 

in paint innovation and color 

 technology, is your source for a  

successful completion of your project vision—

offering a diverse portfolio of premium products 

and a color collection unmatched in the industry. 

These premium paints are designed to offer 

you true color authenticity, lasting durability, 

eco-friendly options and optimal coverage—

all in a variety of sheens and colors to create 

the room of your dreams. The key is specially 

formulated and proprietary zero-VOC* Gennex® 

colorants. Unlike typical colorants that weaken 

paint when mixed—making it thinner, more 

difficult to apply and more likely to rub off—

Benjamin Moore Gennex colorants actually fortify  

the paint, so it delivers a more durable finish.

 

Gennex and Benjamin Moore’s proprietary 

resins which make up the portfolio of premium 

products are exclusively offered throughout 

the independent network of Benjamin Moore® 

retailers. A variety of products are available 

to accommodate the needs of every space 

and every person. And because the activities 

in your home vary from room to room,  

it’s important to choose a paint product  

designed to work with the room’s function. 

 

BEST FOR BATHROOMS: Aura® Bath & Spa 

paint is ideal for wet and humid environments  

because it repels moisture and resists mildew. 

While typically you’d find semigloss and  

eggshell sheens available for bathrooms, 

Aura Bath & Spa is available in a beautiful 

matte finish that provides the same durable  

benefits as the other sheens and also gives the 

aesthetic preferred by design professionals.   

BEST FOR KITCHENS: The kitchen is often 

the busiest space in the home. Host to family  

gatherings, dinner preparations and a multitude 

of other activities, this space needs to have  

durable surfaces that will stand up to  

washing off stains and spills while not losing its 

color, finish or overall fresh appearance. Aura  

interior lasts through cleaning and scrubbing 

while its Color Lock® technology provides a 

finish that is rich with long-lasting color. 

BEST FOR BEDROOMS AND NURSERIES: For a 

paint that’s both environmentally friendly  

and beautiful on the wall, there’s Natura®  

interior paint. As our greenest paint, its 

formula contains zero VOCs and zero  

emissions** while still providing the gorgeous 

result you’d expect from a Benjamin Moore 

paint. It’s Green Without Compromise®.

BEST FOR CEILINGS: Ceilings are the room’s 

fifth wall and have become a great area to 

add a little spice and personality to the room’s  

design. Whether the ceiling is painted a 

shade of white or an accent color, Waterborne  

Ceiling paint will enhance the luxurious  

colors in your finished room. You’ll want 

to cover this fifth wall in a totally flat  

ceiling finish. Waterborne Ceiling paint goes  

on easily with little splatter, and its ultra-flat  

finish reduces glare while disguising common 

ceiling imperfections. It’s the icing on the cake 

to a great room design. 

BRING IT HOME. To bring your vision to life, 

start by visiting your local Benjamin Moore 

retailer. Experienced professionals are there 

to lead you in the right direction, answer your 

questions and present solutions that match 

your project needs. Trained professionals 

will help you select colors and products and 

can assist you with contractor referrals or  

service questions you may have. Ask about our 

pint sample program that lets you take home  

color samples to see how they will look in your 

space before you make a final decision.

PRESENTED BY BENJAMIN MOORE PAINT

Use Natura® paint, an environmentally 

friendly no-VOC paint, to make a colorful 

impact on your walls without impacting 

the environment. 

DESIGNTIP

*Zero VOC according to EPA Method 24 **No VOC emissions detected according to CDPH/EHLB/Standard Method V1.1, 2010
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523906009385

No other paint can match the color and quality of Benjamin Moore® specially formulated blends. 
So when you create your world with color, it remains vivid and true and never fades away.  
Find the style that’s true to you at the new DesignByWhatMatters.com.  When you find your 
style, visit your local Benjamin Moore dealer and get a free sample pint.

Get 1 Free Sample Pint.
Name _______________________________________________  

Email Address _________________________________________ 

ZIP/Postal Code _________________________________________

Sign me up today to begin receiving communications from: 

 _____ My Local Retail Store          _____ Benjamin Moore & Co. 

This offer may only be redeemed at a participating Benjamin Moore dealer. Must present this coupon to redeem. Subject to availability. Only original offer will be honored, no photocopies or faxes will be allowed. Limit one per household.  While supplies last. Benjamin Moore has the right to cancel this offer at any time. Offer can not be 
combined with any other offer or discount. Please note a printed rendition of painted substrates can only approximate the actual color on the painted surface. Color accuracy is ensured only when tinted in quality Benjamin Moore® paints. Color representations may differ slightly from actual paint. Expiration date: December 31st, 2015.
Instructions for Benjamin Moore Dealer: • Attach a copy of the original sales receipt or invoice to the coupon. Only coupons will be accepted for credit. • Submit the Kohler/Benjamin Moore magalog Color Sample Promo redemption form, sales receipts/invoices and coupons in one envelope. • Send completed redemption information 
to: Benjamin Moore & Co. Attn: Kohler/Benjamin Moore magalog Color Sample Promo P.O. Box 4000, Flanders, NJ 07836-4000. • Redemptions must be received by January 31,2016.

They wanted to put her into a corner.  

Instead she took the whole house. 

She was Chili Pepper and Tangelo;  

Crushed Velvet and Icy Moon Drops. 

It’s just not done, not by anyone, they said. 

Forget Me Not, she said. And no one ever did. 

For everything that matters there’s a deep, rich,  

enduring color. It’s the color of never being  

anything less than what you are. 

tangelo
2017-30

chili pepper
2004-20

crushed velvet
2076-10

forget me not
2049-60

icy moon drops
2056-70



A neutral palette with Benjamin Moore
®
 

Halo OC-46 Natura® 
Eggshell walls 

and coordinating Sandbar sinks helps 

showcase the ocean views beyond 

the arching doorway.

DESIGNTIP

This world is but a canvas to our imagination.   
~Henry David Thoreau
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Pull in colors from your environment.  

Are the tones warm or cool? What 

undertones do they have? This  

wil l  help you narrow down your  

color choices.

DESIGNTIP

A
combination of stone and wood elements brings the  

outdoors in and invites guests into the kitchen. Light  

limestone covers the floors and countertops while a deep 

finish on the cabinets and ceiling adds depth and interest. Earthy 

tones in both the Benjamin Moore® Halo OC-46 eggshell walls and  

Riverby® kitchen and bar sinks in Sandbar unify the kitchen with 

neutral hues that are easy to build a style around.



FAUCETS  |  01 SENSATE® PULL-DOWN TOUCHLESS KITCHEN FAUCET IN VIBRANT® STAINLESS K-72218-VS  

FIXTURES  |  02 RIVERBY® 25" UNDER-MOUNT KITCHEN SINK IN SANDBAR K-5872-5AU1-G9  |  03 RIVERBY 

33" UNDER-MOUNT KITCHEN SINK IN SANDBAR K-5871-5AU3-G9  |  BENJAMIN MOORE® PAINT  |   

04 WALL COLOR: HALO OC-46 PRODUCT/SHEEN: NATURA®, EGGSHELL

Durable paints like Natura® and 

Aura® are ideal for high-traffic  

kitchen areas because they’re easy 

to wipe clean and retain their color. 

DESIGNTIP

01

02

03

04
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A room is not a room 
without natural light. 

~Louis Kahn

Make kitchen tasks easier with 

the Sensate® touchless kitchen 

faucet featuring Sweep® spray. 

Its specially angled nozzles 

sweep your plates clean.

DESIGNTIP
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Elevate a room’s sophistication with 

unexpected metallic shimmers like 

faucets in Vibrant® Stainless.

DESIGNTIP



SOFT  
  FOCUS

An ode to the glamour of a bygone era, this 1920s foothill 

manor gives its own definition to classical beauty.



FAUCETS  |  01 PINSTRIPE ® PURE WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET IN VIBRANT® POLISHED NICKEL K-13132-3A-SN  |  02 DTV+
™ 

DIGITAL INTERFACE K-99693-NA  |  03 WATERTILE® ROUND 27-NOZZLE BODY SPRAYS IN VIBRANT POLISHED NICKEL 

K-8013-SN  |  04 TRADITIONAL ROUND 10" RAINHEAD WITH KATALYST® SPRAY AND 12" CEILING-MOUNT SHOWERARM IN  

VIBRANT POLISHED NICKEL K-13693-SN/K-7392-SN  |  05 SHIFT™ ELLIPSE HANDSHOWER WITH GREY HANDLE, 30"  

SLIDEBAR, ARTIFACTS™ TRIM AND SUPPLY ELBOW, AND SHOWER HOSE IN VIBRANT POLISHED NICKEL K-45415-GR-SN/ 

K-8524-SN/K-72799-SN/K-72796-SN/K-9514-SN  |  06 PINSTRIPE SHOWERHEAD WITH KATALYST SPRAY AND SHOWERARM 

AND FLANGE IN VIBRANT POLISHED NICKEL K-45417-SN/K-13136-SN  |  FIXTURES  |  07 KATHRYN® CONSOLE TABLE WITH 

UNDER-MOUNT SINK IN BLACK BLACK™ K-3029-7/K-2297-G-7 AND CONSOLE TABLE LEGS IN VIBRANT POLISHED NICKEL 

WITH LEATHER WRAPPING  K-6899-SN-LT  |  08 SALIENT® SHOWER BASE IN BLACK BLACK K-9055-7  |  LEVITY® SHOWER 

DOOR IN BRIGHT SILVER K-706009-L-SH (SHOWN AT LEFT)  |  VERDERA™ MEDICINE CABINET (CUSTOM FRAME NOT  

INCLUDED) K-99007-NA (SHOWN AT LEFT)  |  09 VEIL® WALL-HUNG TOILET WITH GRIP-TIGHT REVEAL® Q3 SEAT AND  

FLUSH ACTUATOR IN BLACK BLACK K-6303-7/K-6298-7  |  PINSTRIPE TOILET TISSUE HOLDER IN VIBRANT POLISHED NICKEL 

K-13114-SN (SHOWN AT LEFT)  |  BENJAMIN MOORE® PAINT  |  10 WALL COLOR: PINK DAMASK OC-72, PRODUCT/SHEEN: 

AURA® BATH & SPA, MATTE  |  11 CEILING COLOR: CHANTILLY LACE OC-65, PRODUCT/SHEEN: AURA® BATH & SPA, MATTE
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BRING THIS LOOK HOME

E xtravagant theatres, secluded estates hiding behind ornate wrought-iron gates and that  

iconic nine-letter sign all have a hand in shaping this city’s lavish disposition. It’s clear to 

see why the new age of filmmakers and thespians continue to flock here to make a name 

for themselves. This appreciation for history and detail, balanced with clean lines and a need to be  

original, is precisely what we hoped to capture. And, of course, we couldn’t skimp on the drama. 

IT’S EASY TO GET CAUGHT UP IN THE BUZZ OF EXCITEMENT, 
THE GLAMOROUS VIEWS AND RICH ARTISTIC HISTORY OF 

OUR SECOND STOP. 

Add a soft color like Benjamin Moore® 

Pink Damask OC-72 in a matte sheen 

to the dramatic black-and-white 

theme. Its texture balances the glossy 

finish of the fixtures and flooring. 

DESIGNTIP

with soft hues in matte finishes with 

Aura® Bath & Spa and dramatically colored 

fixtures. Classic pastels in grays and 

pinks are the perfect partners for  

contrasting bold colors like Black Black™. 

Top off the look with bright faucets  

and accents. Keep accessories minimal  

but interesting with purposeful  

function and style. See recipe card for 

product details.



The classic design of the Kathryn® 

console table emanates the height 

o f  o ld  Ho l lywood g lamour. I t ’ s 

topped off with an art deco-inspired 

Pinstr ipe ® Pure faucet  for  a  

signature vintage charm. 

This statement-making Veil® wall-

hung toilet (far left) in Black Black™ 

brings a seamless design into the 

bathroom—creating a look you’d 

rather show off than hide. And 

its elevated installation makes it  

easier to clean the breathtaking tile 

floor below. 

The DTV+
™ digital platform (shown on 

page 14) is the most advanced feature 

in the bathroom—orchestrating water, 

steam, light and sound for a true 

multi-sensory experience.

The Aura® Bath & Spa interior paint’s 

special formula resists mildew in 

humid areas, perfect for a steamy 

shower setting.  

DESIGNTIP
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 I like light, color, luminosity.  
              I like things full of color.  
                             ~Oscar de la Renta
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FAUCETS  |  01 PURIST® PULLOUT KITCHEN FAUCET IN VIBRANT®  POLISHED NICKEL K-7505-SN  |  

02 PURIST PULLOUT BAR FAUCET IN VIBRANT POLISHED NICKEL K-7506-SN  |  PURIST DRAWER 

PULLS IN VIBRANT POLISHED NICKEL K-14485-SN (SHOWN AT LEFT)  |  03 HIRISE POT FILLER  

IN POLISHED STAINLESS K-7322-4-S  |  FIXTURES  |  04 INDIO SMART DIVIDE® SINK IN SUEDE 

K-6411-1-20  |  05 PORTO FINO BAR SINK IN SUEDE K-6565-20  |  BENJAMIN MOORE PAINT  |   

06 WALL COLOR: SILVER FOX 2108-50 PRODUCT/SHEEN: REGAL® SELECT, MATTE  |  07 CEILING 

COLOR: PINK DAMASK OC-72, PRODUCT/SHEEN: WATERBORNE CEILING PAINT, ULTRA-FLAT
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W ith details original to the home, such as the 

chair rail, oversized arched windows and ornate 

plaster scroll on the ceiling, there’s an obvious 

nod to the Hollywood Regency style. It’s this combination of  

details with modern updates that gives the kitchen its current and  

distinctive personality. Understated and confident, the kitchen’s  

palette is comprised of lightly stained wood, classic flecked-quartz 

countertops, saturated walls painted in Benjamin Moore® Silver Fox 

2108-50 and attention-grabbing Suede sinks. It’s not hard to  

imagine this glamorous kitchen as the scene of many posh  

dinner parties. Guests can converse around the large island and 

Porto Fino™ bar sink—the perfect size for chilling bottles of wine 

while hors d’oeuvres are prepared near the main Indio® sink. 

07



A Culture of Curators

ESSAY BY JODY TURNER, A CULTURAL TREND EXPERT HAILING FROM THE PRODUCT INNOVATION HALLS OF NIKE, STARBUCKS, IDEO, TRENDWATCHING.COM AND CURRENTLY CULTUREOFFUTURE.COM

Fill the room with a variety of neutral  

elements and add eye-catching contrast 

with Indio® and Porto Fino™ kitchen and 

bar sinks in Suede. 

DESIGNTIP

F INDING, SORTING AND DESIGNING WITH COLOR.
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T HE EVOLVING LANGUAGE OF COLOR

How we experience and understand color has 

always been int imately connected to our 

surrounding cultures and landscapes. Ancient 

Greeks, for example, viewed color as akin to a sensation 

or state of being—words used to describe the color of the 

ocean were as much about what it meant to encounter 

the ocean as they were about the actual hue. Similarly, 

in Japan, green and blue were considered one color until 

after WW II when westerners triggered a language shift, 

and blue and green were defined separately. Today we 

see three primary trends influencing and evolving our  

experiences with color and design.

TREND 1: THE HAND-TO-EYE TACTILE 

There has been a widespread resurgence in a handcrafted 

MAKE culture that values how things are made and the 

story behind them. People are actively pursuing goods 

from smaller factories and even wiki factories (including 

3-D printing), while Millennials in particular are reconnecting 

with their ancestral MAKE cultures. This global trend is 

changing our relationship to the products we purchase 

and enjoy, putting a new emphasis on knowledge of, 

if not personal involvement with, how they’re made. In 

this modern era of glowing white, slate gray and striking 

black technologies, we see a play of customized colors 

that hold the depth of nature across the spectrum, bringing 

a balance to our modern world. 

TREND 2: A PASSION SHARE 

Perceptions of design and color are shifting as cultural 

walls tumble and we gain mass access to creative content. 

Social media has given us a global mind hungry to be 

fed a myriad of local wonders from around the world. 

As a result, a glocalization of content is occurring, from  

sophisticated to simple. And a burgeoning share-and-

dare DIY culture of open design is thriving. Everyone is  

invited to contribute their passions, their tastes, their colors 

and their stories online. Color is at once bright, dull,  

natural, alien, modern, vintage or a mix of all of the 

above. Color is free to suit our passions and our moods 

when we want it to. �
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TREND 3: RAISING THE DESIGN IQ

Recent economic downturns and upturns have  

created an unusual backlash driving these tactile and share 

trends home. If our day-to-day work isn’t doing it for us, 

we will focus elsewhere. Enter the era of the serious hob-

byist or DIY creator—a make, invent, show-and-tell culture 

through Pinterest, Etsy and Instagram, asking for our best 

in what is cool, useful and inspiring, ultimately raising the 

design IQ for everyone involved. With this, color is free of past  

expectations and restraints, and finds new tools of expression.

A SHARED INSPIRATION

As these trends converge, we pass around the best of the 

best not to compete with the Joneses, but to collaborate with 

each other in the wonderment of making anew. Practiced 

navigators of information overload, we’ve become adept at 

stitching together content from disparate places to create  

influential stories to be shared. It’s a new era of consumption; 

power has shifted from the top-down marketplace to include 

a grass-roots co-creation approach. It’s a sharing of what 

matters to you the most and finding those of like mind to 

build it with.

COLOR AS A FUTURE CONVERSATION

Today we are deeply focused on all things tactile, crafted 

and designed, including our relationships with color. In this  

landscape of DIY MAKE supported by global sharing, we’re 

invited to express color in the way that works for us. Explore 

new combinations, broaden your possibilities, evolve your 

own and everyone else’s design and color language, join in 

and let’s move it forward.  �

DESIGNTIP
Find a soft tone that works in all 

lighting. Regal® Select matte finishes, 

like this one in Benjamin Moore® 

Silver Fox 2108-50, subtly blanket 

the walls.



DESERT DEPARTURE
An escape from the desert’s rising temperatures, this mid-century modern home sets a new standard of cool with its color palette and attitude.
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T
here’s something to be said for a sun-drenched 

city tucked away in sandy desert mountains. A 

Mecca for mid-century modern style, the last stop  

of our journey had us playing tourist: taking in brightly 

colored, low-slung buildings and perfectly manicured 

lawns set against the desert’s earthy hues; gazing up to 

sky-scraping palm trees; and letting the warm wind 

blow over us. We were happy to wrap up the trip by  

joining in the playful, easy-going nature of the area. 

It’s this uncomplicated and confident sensibility 

we aimed to capture in our palette of strong blues, 

whites and grays interspersed with glass accents and  

subtle textures.

Innovation and modern style go hand 

in hand. Touchless technology in the 

sleek, low-profile, one-piece San 

Souci™ Comfort Height® touchless 

toilet lets you flush with the wave of 

your hand.

DESIGNTIP
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The unique texture of Artist Editions®
 

Spun Glass® Vessel sinks in Translucent 

Dusk brings artistic expression to the 

space, and its tint echoes the room’s 

blue hues.  

DESIGNTIP
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T 
his spacious bathroom takes full advantage 

of the area’s abundance of light with a bank of  

windows that looks out on a private courtyard. With 

the interior and exterior walls painted the same 

Benjamin Moore® Blue Danube 2062-30 hue, the room’s  

design extends from inside to the outdoors, making the 

space appear larger than it actually is. The bathroom’s walls 

are painted with Aura® Bath & Spa, a matte-finish paint  

designed to last in damp bathroom conditions. The outdoor 

walls are treated with Aura Exterior paint to stand up to the 

rough desert winds.

The matte-finished freestanding wall in Benjamin Moore  

Aura Bath & Spa Blue Daisy 2062-40 showcases a large 

Jute™ Tailored vanity to hold your bathroom essentials. 

Its white finish blends with the floor and bath but pops in  

contrast to the rich blue hue surrounding it. Cool-toned  

gray fixtures like the countertop and low-profile toilet, 

as well as the light gray tile adorning the wall, offer dimension 

to the otherwise two-toned space. Artist Editions®  

Spun Glass® Vessel sinks in Translucent Dusk further the 

cooling effect, bringing artistry and personality to the space. 

Beyond the Levity® shower doors, a HydroRail® shower  

column supports a Shift™ Ellipse handshower and a Moxie® 

showerhead + wireless speaker, so you can switch between 

sprays and play your music in the shower. The DTV Prompt® 

digital system lets you customize your experience 

and control your showering components.

Make a statement with strong 

lines like the ones on the Rêve® 

freestanding bath. 

DESIGNTIP
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The chief 
function of 
color should 
be to serve 
expression.
~Henri Matisse

The lighter color on the freestanding 

wall  projects from the darker  

Benjamin Moore® Blue Danube 2062-30 

walls adding depth and dimension 

to the space. 

DESIGNTIP
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FAUCETS  |  01 PURIST® WALL-MOUNT SINK FAUCET WITH LEVER HANDLES IN POLISHED CHROME K-T14414-4-CP  |  02 PURIST FREESTANDING 

BATH FILLER WITH HANDSHOWER IN POLISHED CHROME K-10129-4-CP  |  03 HYDRORAIL®-S SHOWER COLUMN, MOXIE® SHOWERHEAD +  

WIRELESS SPEAKER, SHIFT™ ELLIPSE HANDSHOWER AND SHOWER HOSE IN POLISHED CHROME K-45906-CP/9245-E-CP/K-45145-A-CP/ 

K-9514-CP  |  04 DTV PROMPT® DIGITAL INTERFACE IN  WHITE K-527-E-0  |  05 CONTEMPORARY ROUND 10" RAINHEAD WITH KATALYST® SPRAY 

AND 6" CEILING-MOUNT SHOWERARM IN POLISHED CHROME K-13689-CP/K-7394-CP  |  FIXTURES  |  06 JUTE™ 72" VANITY IN LINEN WHITE AND 

BAR PULLS IN CHROME K-99550-SD-1WA/K-5442-S36  |  07 ARTIST EDITIONS® SPUN GLASS® VESSEL SINK IN TRANSLUCENT DUSK K-2276-TG1  |   

08 VERDERA™ MEDICINE CABINET WITH SIDE KIT IN LINEN WHITE K-99002-NA/K-99675-1WA  |  09 RÊVE® FREESTANDING BATH WITH BRILLIANT 

BLANC BASE IN WHITE K-819-F62-0  |  10 GROOVE® 48" SHOWER BASE IN ICE™ GREY, ALUMINUM DRAIN COVER AND LEVITY® SHOWER DOOR IN 

BRIGHT SILVER (NOT SHOWN) K-9925-95/K-9332-SH/K-706008-L-SH  |  11 SAN SOUCI™ COMFORT HEIGHT® ONE-PIECE TOUCHLESS TOILET WITH 

GRIP-TIGHT REVEAL® Q3 SEAT IN ICE GREY K-4000-95  |  BENJAMIN MOORE® PAINT  |  12 FREESTANDING WALL COLOR: BLUE DAISY 2062-40

PRODUCT/SHEEN: AURA® BATH & SPA, MATTE  |  13 WALL COLOR: BLUE DANUBE 2062-30 PRODUCT/SHEEN: AURA BATH & SPA, MATTE  |   

14 CEILING COLOR: PATRIOTIC WHITE 2135-70, PRODUCT/SHEEN: AURA BATH & SPA, MATTE
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DESIGNING WITH  
A PURPOSE

E 
veryone who’s ever taken on interior design faces the same challenge: 

how do I create the room I’m looking for—the color, the products, the 

shape, the style. Despite the picture in your head, or the one you’ve pinned 

on Pinterest, there remains a seemingly irreconcilable gap between 

dream and reality. Crossing it may seem nearly impossible, but when you take a step 

back and a very deep breath, you can approach the task with a holistic design in mind. 
 

There ’s  so  much more  to  g rea t  des ign  than  a  room’s  f in i shed  appearance . 

Great  des ign should be insp i red and should, in  turn, insp i re  you. Balance 

outstanding style with intriguing pieces and sensible function to create a room 

that truly reflects you. Consider the extraordinary kitchens and bathrooms 

throughout this exploration of color; each space was inspired by a location 

and a desire to capture the feeling of that particular landscape and culture. �

P R E S E N T E D  B Y  K O H L E R

The soft-hued Benjamin Moore® Blue 

Hydrangea 2062-60 Regal® Select paint 

is reflected in the blue flecks of the 

quartz countertop, giving the room a 

well-balanced appeal. 

DESIGNTIP



Cleanliness can be a function of both 

design and technology. Touchless products 

such as the Sensate® kitchen faucet  

(page 12) and San Souci™ Comfort Height® 

toilet (page 23) introduce sleek style  

while minimizing the spread of germs  

throughout the kitchen and bathroom.

Ultimately, personalizing your space is what 

takes it from house to home. What better way 

to do that than with music? And why not bring 

that music with you wherever you go? The 

Moxie® showerhead + wireless speaker (page 

27) lets you sync your smartphone or tablet 

to the speaker and play your favorite music,  

podcasts or news directly in your shower or 

wherever you take the speaker.

In the end, that’s the goal of great design—

to use what inspires you to bring personality,  

convenience and beauty into your finished 

space. It’s all possible when you approach 

it with the entire room in mind. And we’ll be 

here to help when you’re ready to take on  

the challenge.   �

Colors were pulled from surrounding 

spaces; blue skies inspired the color of 

the kitchen walls and the subtle texture 

of the desert sands is interpreted in the  

dimensional color of the cast-iron sink.  

As you search for common threads in 

your inspiration and cast out the odds and 

ends, the pieces of the puzzle slowly come 

together, and soon you’re left with the raw 

ingredients for an amazing design. 

With the design elements in place, you 

can shift your focus to function. Find 

pieces that complement your design while  

providing modern functionality and  

technology to simplify your daily routines. 

Carving out the space to accommodate 

products that aid in storage, cleanliness 

and personalization can make all the  

difference in your home. 

Typically the bathroom’s primary storage 

unit is the vanity. Aesthetically pleasing 

and smartly designed, the customizable 

storage options in Tailored™ vanities 

(shown on page 27) keep everything in 

place and ready for your morning routine.

Keep cleanup simple. Under-mount 

sinks let you easily wipe crumbs off 

your countertops. 

DESIGNTIP
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T he kitchen pulls together the lighter end of the color  

palette, furthering the playful nature of this home. An  

ever-cheerful hue, the Benjamin Moore
®

 Blue Hydrangea 

2062-60 color makes its way from indoors to out with  

another shift in products. The matte finish helps dampen harsh sunlight 

and provides a soft balance in the modern space. The Sea Salt™ color of 

both the Executive Chef™ and Iron/Tones® sinks adds a subtle texture to the 

minimalist aesthetic. Matching Polished Chrome Karbon® faucets echo the 

sleek design carried throughout the home while adding modern shapes 

to the space. 

01

02

03

04

05

FAUCETS  |  01 KARBON ARTICULATING KITCHEN FAUCET IN POLISHED CHROME K-6227-C11-CP 

FIXTURES  |  02 EXECUTIVE CHEF UNDER-MOUNT KITCHEN SINK IN SEA SALT K-5931-4U-FF  |   

03 IRON/TONES UNDER-MOUNT BAR SINK IN SEA SALT K-6584-FF  |  BENJAMIN MOORE PAINT  |   

04 WALL COLOR: BLUE HYDRANGEA 2062-60, PRODUCT/SHEEN: REGAL® SELECT, MATTE  | 

05 CABINET COLOR: PATRIOTIC WHITE 2135-70, PRODUCT/SHEEN: ADVANCE®, SEMI-GLOSS



Balance a room’s aesthetic with a 

mix of vintage furnishings and modern 

appliances in sleek Polished Chrome 

and stainless steel finishes.

DESIGNTIP

Who ever said that  
pleasure wasn’t functional?  

~Charles Eames

                          Desert Departure    #31 

Shou l d n’t  a l l  rooms be  l iv i ng? 1 .800 .969.521 7 annsacks .com/promenade t i le  stone p lumbi ng

with a layering of tints and shades making shifts 

between interior and exterior products for a lasting 

look and rich color. Use bold saturated blues in the 

bathroom and a light, airy tint in the kitchen. Add  

dimension to the clean lines with additions of glass, 

metal and textured surfaces. See recipe card for  

product details.

BRING THIS LOOK HOME
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